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Windows Server 2008 How-ToSams Publishing, 2009
Real Solutions for Windows Server 2008 Administrators

 

Need fast, reliable, easy-to-implement solutions for Microsoft Windows Server 2008? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for. You’ll find tested, step-by-step procedures for...
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Marketing Metrics: The Definitive Guide to Measuring Marketing Performance (2nd Edition)Wharton School Publishing, 2010

	The Definitive Guide to the New State-of-the-Art in Marketing Metrics


	 


	Marketing Metrics, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to today’s most valuable marketing metrics. In this thoroughly updated and significantly...
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Java Enterprise Design Patterns: Patterns in Java Volume 3John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Use design patterns to develop real-world Java™ distributed and Enterprise applications
This third volume from Mark Grand features 38 design patterns for developing real-world Java distributed and enterprise applications. Some of the key concepts covered are reliable transaction processing, distributed objects, reliable message passing,...
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Use Cases: Requirements in Context, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
This book describes how to gather and define software requirements using a process based on use cases. It shows systems analysts and designers how use cases can provide solutions to the most challenging requirements issues, resulting in effective, quality systems that meet the needs of users.

Use Cases, Second Edition:...
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Make Your Business Survive and Thrive!: 100+ Proven Marketing Methods to Help You Beat the OddsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Starting a new business is the easy part. Having it survive and then to thrive and grow is the biggest challenge every entrepreneur faces, especially the homebased and small business owner who usually has limited resources when launching a venture. Whether a business is based in one’s home or is a major corporation, certain basic principles...
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Pharmaceutical Project Management, Second Edition (Drugs and the Pharmaceutical Sciences)Informa Healthcare, 2008


	This second edition of Pharmaceutical Project Management is published one

	decade after the first edition. What has changed over the past decade in drug

	development? Actually, a lot. The move to outsourcing has intensified and the

	successful management of relationships between sponsor and contractor is recognized

	to be a...
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Real-World HadoopO'Reilly, 2015

	
		If you’re a business team leader, CIO, business analyst, or developer interested in how Apache Hadoop and Apache HBase-related technologies can address problems involving large-scale data in cost-effective ways, this book is for you. Using real-world stories and situations, authors Ted Dunning and Ellen Friedman show Hadoop...
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Microsoft System Center Reporting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 40 practical recipes to help you plan, create, and manage reports efficiently for all components of Microsoft System Center


	About This Book

	
		Create and deliver high value reports to show the value of your System Center investment
	
		Gain access to real world solutions in the art and...
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Artificial Intelligence for Robotics: Build intelligent robots that perform human tasks using AI techniquesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bring a new degree of interconnectivity to your world by building your own intelligent robots

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage fundamentals of AI and robotics
	
			Work through use cases to implement various machine learning algorithms
	
			Explore Natural Language Processing...
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Windows Server 2003/2000 Thin Client SolutionsAddison Wesley, 2004
This book brings together all the insights, knowledge, and step-by-step guidance you need to deliver robust, scalable, and stable server-based computing solutions with Microsoft Windows Terminal Services and Citrix MetaFrame Presentation Server 3.0. Building on two best-selling previous editions, expert consultant Todd W. Mathers...
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DirectX9 User Interfaces: Design and ImplementationWordware Publishing, 2004
With all books there is a “target” audience, and although the distinction between those suited and unsuited to this title is somewhat nebulous, I feel confident in advocating that readers wanting to learn more about DirectX and sensible user interface design, and who have a solid comprehension of Microsoft Visual C++, as well as a basic...
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Advanced Topics in Global Information Management Series, Vol. 1Idea Group Publishing, 2002
Advanced Topics in Information Resources Management features the latest research findings dealing with all aspects of information resources management, managerial and organizational applications, as well as implications of information technology organizations. It aims to be instrumental in the improvement and development of the theory and practice...
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